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Jeredith Merrin’s third collection, Cup, deftly muses on art, travel to exotic locations, nature’s gains and
losses, the resiliency of spirit juxtaposed against the body’s frailty, the joys and discords of the familial
unit, and aging without bitterness and giving “Praise/ to her or him who keeps, past sixty/ and in all
weathers, an open heart.” This collection of abundant wit, insight, longing and passion is deservedly a
special honoree of the 2013 Able Muse Book Award.

PRAISE FOR CUP:

In Cup we meet a poet of rare power and unique originality, unafraid of feeling, able to take on matters of the
deepest consequence. Jeredith Merrin strikes me as admirably hard-minded, shunning poeticisms and
needless wordage, delivering again and again the real thing. For proof, see the title poem, or the wonderful
tribute to John Clare. Plunge in anywhere, and be regaled.
X.J. Kennedy, Judge for the 2013 Able Muse Book Award

“. . . stanzas, rooms, lives./ And you, toiling to make it better,/ whatever your it is./ Each has a cup.”
    In these forthright and moving poems written in restrained, disciplined stanzas, the stories are told of how
we each, “trying to make it better,/ whatever . . . it is,” have to find our own cup, and find it acceptable. This
is most vividly so in the poems about the bravery and laughter required by a terrible sickness, but also in the
very description of a block of still-inhabited Victorian houses, porch after porch, which is like a train going
who knows where. The poems’ stanzas are the rooms, and in the rooms are the lives.
David Ferry, winner of the National Book Award

In Cup, Jeredith Merrin confronts time’s confounding passage, but there’s not a glimmer of self-pity here, no
mourning the fate of an aging body. Instead she offers us an artful contemplation of what age brings: the
strangeness of shifting perspectives, the quiet richness of sustained love, and the unabated force of old griefs.
Both witty and meditative, these poems brim with insight and affection. And “Lear’s Macaw” alone is worth
the price of admission!
Mark Doty, author of Paragon Park

Jeredith Merrin’s exhilarating poems pulse with memory, with art, and the complex emotional richness that
is the present. At the book’s heart is a sequence of poems of helpless shock and of the courage of her adult
daughter’s confrontation with cancer: “She’s doing it, my grown/ child, with characteristic kindness and/
intelligence. . . .” We recognize not only a mother’s love, but also fury in the midst of crisis, and, most
movingly, her admiration. The wished-for reprieve, “our raft saved for now,” is, when it comes, “Easeful.”
These are understated yet passionate poems that ravish with their gallant dignity. Merrin’s Cup is large and it
is full.
Gail Mazur, author of Figures in a Landscape

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Jeredith Merrin brought up in the Pacific Northwest took her MA in English (specializing in Chaucer), and a
PhD from UC Berkeley in Anglo-American Poetry and Poetics. Cup, a special honoree in the 2013 Able
Muse Book Award, is her third collection; her previous books are Shift and Bat Ode (University of Chicago



Press Phoenix Poets series). She’s authored an influential book of criticism on Marianne Moore and
Elizabeth Bishop. Her reviews and essays (on Moore, Bishop, Clare, Mew, Amichai, and others), and poems
have appeared in Paris Review, Slate, Ploughshares, Southwest Review, Yale Review and elsewhere. A
retired Professor of English (The Ohio State University), she lives near Phoenix.
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From reader reviews:

Lee Nelson:

The book Cup - Poems can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. Exactly why must we leave a good thing like a book Cup - Poems? Wide variety you have a
different opinion about reserve. But one aim which book can give many data for us. It is absolutely proper.
Right now, try to closer together with your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, you can give for
each other; you are able to share all of these. Book Cup - Poems has simple shape but you know: it has great
and large function for you. You can look the enormous world by open up and read a e-book. So it is very
wonderful.

Kyle Raya:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
need something to explain what yours problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy man? If you
don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you have extra
time? What did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They must answer that question due to the fact
just their can do this. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is correct.
Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this specific Cup - Poems to read.

Alfred Leahy:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Make an
effort to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't judge book by its protect may doesn't
work is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the outside
appear likes. Maybe you answer may be Cup - Poems why because the amazing cover that make you
consider concerning the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as
the outside or cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.

Major Talley:

This Cup - Poems is great reserve for you because the content which is full of information for you who else
always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it data
accurately using great plan word or we can say no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read the item
hurriedly you can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward sentences but
difficult core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Cup - Poems in your hand like
keeping the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no guide that offer you world
within ten or fifteen moment right but this reserve already do that. So , this really is good reading book. Hey
there Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt that will?
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